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This is the first edition of the Oxford Latin Desk Dictionary, offering essential coverage of Latin

words and grammar, as well as extra information on Roman history and culture. It takes account of

the latest research into Latin, and is designed specifically to fit the needs of today's student. It

covers over 46,000 words and phrases, including additions from the writings of Plautus and

Terence, and from the study of Silver Latin. Common irregular verb parts are given as headwords

for greater clarity, and boxed notes provide help with language usage, and with difficult words and

constructions.There are detailed appendices on historical, mythological, and geographical names,

as well as sections on money, weights and measures, dates, and times, poetic meter, and medieval

Latin. With a timeline of important dates, and biographies on Roman writers, this edition is packed

with interesting and essential information on Roman history and culture. Also with pronunciation

help and a guide to Latin grammar, this compact and affordable dictionary is a necessity for all

students and adult-learners of Latin.
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I ordered this together with Oxford's Latin Grammar. I have found the Latin Grammar absolutely

indispensable, but the Dictionary is so-so. Granted, it doesn't claim to be more than a Desk

Dictionary, so it wouldn't be fair to denigrate it. But if you want a dictionary with a rich vocabulary

and loads of examples and idioms, get the Collins Latin dictionary. My copy of that one is just about

coming apart, I use it so much.



As a Classics student I had access to the HUGE Oxford Latin dictionary,and loved it. Now that I do

Latin for fun,I didn't want to get one of those as they are extremely expensive and non-portable.

This is much better than a paperback and has had all the words I have needed so far,plus great

tables of declensions,etc. Cheers to Oxford for this one!

Sssssssooooo useful. Permanently located within reach when reading as I am fascinated with word

origins and meanings.

The Oxford Latin Dictionary is the perfect reference for those who want to know the Latin terms and

defintions of them. I like how the book provides famous Latin people in the back and gives a brief

biography the person. For example, St. Augustine is listed and he was known for his book called

"Confessions", which is a major work in the eyes of Roman Catholics. It also gives a brief detail of

changes of Latin during the Late and medieval periods, maps are found in the back, key dates of

Roman history, and historical, mythological, and geographical names in Latin. Also, found in the

dictionary are summaries of grammar skills of Latin, Roman dates and times, and Roman weights

and measures, and Roman money. Overall, it is definitely recommended for those who need a

reference dictionary and the student learning Latin.

The content is OK, somewhat abbreviated as expected. The book itself is disappointing. The paper

is cheap and the binding is poor. Not a book that will physically last long, I think.

It's very good, but the vocabulary is limited. I'm looking for English translation mainly, so I have little

use for the English to Latin side of the book. If you are well versed and/or a scholar in Latin, then

this dictionary will disappoint.

Unfortunately, tiny book translates into tiny font. The book is about 8 x 5 and one of the larger sizes

of this book. However, that did not stop the publisher from using a tiny font to cram more words

within its pages.

This book is a wonderful companion book for anyone taking Latin in college.
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